
   

       

  Chocolate Oblivion Hamper
 
£112.74

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Chocolate Oblivion Gift Hamper will not be forgotten in a hurry.
This truly chocolicious gift hamper is oozing with a huge variety of
artisan chocolates and sweet delights, handmade by artisan producers
in the UK & Ireland. 

  Details
 
The perfect chocolate gift hamper for a family, group or team - or one very spoiled individual! This large gift hamper is filled with chocolates
galore in many formats; boxes, bars and bakery items some of which include chocolate cake, a classic almond biscotti, Swiss truffles, chocolate
enrobed Irish shortbread and chocolate peanut buttercups. Topped off with a bottle of Guerieri Rizzardi Processo transforms this gift hamper
into one suitable for all manner of events. The cake included in this gift hamper makes it very versatile, making it especially perfect for
birthdays and anniversaries and any other celebrations. This gift hamper includes not only a cake but also a full bottle of Sparkling wine and
boxes of chocolates. Including, Lily O'Brien Desserts Collection and Lindt Lindor Coronet with an irresistibly smooth center guaranteed to melt
the heart of every chocolate connoisseur. This gift hamper has a colourful colour theme that will make it an exciting experience to open. It has
traditional, familiar tastes, without being boring, that everyone will be used to, so you can be confident that everyone will enjoy what is inside
this gift hamper when it is sent, leaving them wanting more. This gift hamper is suitable for all ages. The Guerieri Rizzardi can be enjoyed by the
adults in a group, the inclusion of Luscombe Strawberry drink is important here for any non-alcoholic drinkers. Any younger members would
love a lot of the chocolate, and chocolate and mango coconut balls and the delicious chocolate covered shortbread from Holmes. This would be
a very suitable gift hamper for a Christmas present, either for a group or an individual. The sparkling wine is very appropriate at Christmas time
and so is the chocolate theme, as who doesn't love some good sparkling wine and chocolate at Christmas time?

Additional Information
 
Contents

Prosecco Guerieri Rizzardi
Luscombe Strawbery drink
West Cork Bakery Chocolate Cake 400g
Lily O'Brien Desserts Chocolate Selection Box
Dessert Collection LilyO'Brien's 230g
Naive Milk Chocolate With Peanut Butter 42% Block Chocolate 55g
Montezuma Milk Chocolate buttons
Doisy & Dam Dark Chocolate Buttons 80g
Holmes Chocolate Enrobed Shortbread 200g
Lindor Milk Truffles Lindt 200g
Rhythm 108 Almond Biscotti 135g
Delicioso Spanish Fig Bombons 85g
Cream Wafer Bar in Chocolate, Love Raw 43g
FairTrade Chocolate Mango slices by Forest Feast 150g
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Gluten Free Buttercups Milk Chocolate, Love Raw 34g
Presented in high quality Wicker Hamper with leather straps
Cellophane wrapped & decorated in ribbon,
Gift card for your personalised message.
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